
Dive Into The New Peach Makeup Craze: 

Nowadays peach color is going famous and started loving by everyone. Even peach makeup is at its peak, 

and girls have gone crazy. Simply applying a cream or foundation, powder, kajal, and lipstick is not proper 

makeup. Makeup consists of a primer, foundation, concealer, compact powder, lipstick, lip gloss, eye 

shadow, kajal, eyeliner, mascara, eyelashes, contour, bronzer, blush, makeup brushes and sponges, etc. 

Especially makeup primer is the base for all your makeup. Summer is about to come, so get ready to glow 

with peach makeup. Here are a few tips on how to get perfect peach makeup: 

The primer: 

The first and foremost step is to apply primer all over your face. For the building, the basement should be 

firm and for flawless makeup, use a primer. Use a hydrating and refreshing moisturizer. Follow it with the 

best makeup primer that smoothens your pores and gives a perfect look.  

Healthy natural base: 

Apply proper foundation which suits your skin tone, and adding an appropriate concealer shade is 

necessary to even out any imperfections on your skin. It will cover your uneven skin and dark circles. 

Remember to use a matte primer that helps your skin be hydrated and healthy. The concealer should be 

applied under your eyes, lips, and nose and blend it well. 

Setting mist: 

Once you complete all your face makeup, apply setting powder underneath the eyes, at the center of the 

chin, and around the nose to highlight the features. Spray makeup setting mist on your face that will 

remove the powdery finish and give a natural and dewy finish. 

Use a blush: 

Pick a vibrant peach-pink blush that gives subtle flawless makeup. Just pinch a slight blush using a makeup 

brush and gently sweep over your apple cheeks. You can also use peach or nude lipstick on your cheeks 

to look gorgeous.  

Glowing finish: 

https://viseartofficial.in/collections/primer
https://viseartofficial.in/collections/brush-set
https://viseartofficial.in/collections/brush-set


Use bronzer to get monochrome peach makeup. Take bronzer using a makeup brush and gently sweep it 

along your cheekbones, around temples and forehead, basically all where the sun hits. Then use a subtle 

highlighter for a shiny look and blend it well.  

Perfect eye makeup: 

Peach color eye makeup will be best for your dewy makeup. After applying neutral base eye shadow, use 

a darker peach pink and blend the color with the help of an eye brush to amplify the look. Add a subtle 

liquid eyeliner to your eyes for completion and finally, apply mascara to your eyes or fix artificial eyelashes 

to show your lashes bigger and hotter.  

The final touch: 

Brushed-up eyebrows and lipstick complement the overall look. Don't apply any dark color to your lips as 

it will affect your whole makeup. For your pretty lips, use nude peach or peach pink lipstick and dab it 

with your fingers giving you a natural look. For all these processes, buy primer which is beneficial to your 

skin. 

Conclusion: 

Makeup is a complex process for all women, and many consider this as paint or art. So the base for your 

makeup should be perfect. Get the Viseart best face primer for a flawless makeover. Viseart is India's 

favorite beauty destination that has changed the meaning of beauty. You can check face primer 

price in Viseart, which sells its refined & valuable products at the best price rates in India. 
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